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• _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED PFOR LIST
Final
Joint or Report Page
PFOR # Title ' Side Location Number
B-2 S&A Device (Barrier-Bo0ster and Left S&A B-1
Environmental Seal Region) Condition
B-7 S&A Rotor Shaft O-ring Condition Left S&A B-2
(Detailed)
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left S&A B-3
(At Removal) 126"
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left S&A B-4
(Detailed) 126"
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left S&A B-5
O-ring Condition (Detailed) 126"
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SH and Port Condition Left S&A B-6
(At Removal) 306*
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left S&A B-7
(Detailed) 306*
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left S&A B-8
O-ring Condition (Detailed) 306*
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left 18" SII B-9
(At Removal)
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left 18" SII B-10
(Detailed)
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left 18" SII B-t1
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left 198" SII B-12
(At Removal)
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left 198" SII B-13
(Detailed)
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left 198" SII
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
B-14
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
• clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
Doe NO. TWR-60699 ! voL
REVISION
SEC JPAGE B-i
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title .
B-3" Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
B-5
B-1
B-4
B-6
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition
(Detailed)
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition
(At Removal)
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition
(Detailed)
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII)
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Final
Joint or Report Page
Side Location Number
Left Nozzle B-15
Joint #2
Left Nozzle B-16
Joint #2
Left Nozzle B-17
Joint #2
Left Nozzle B-18
Joint #2
Left Nozzle B-19
Joint #2
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Left Nozzle B-20
Joint #3
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition Left Nozzle B-21
(Detailed) Joint #3
B-1 Leak Check I/lug/SII and Port Condition Left Nozzle . B-22
(At Removal) Joint #3
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left
(Detailed)
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/Sl]) Left
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
B--4 Nozzle B--23
Joint #3
B-6 Nozzle B-24
Joint #3
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Left Nozzle B-25
Joint #4
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition Left Nozzle B-26
(Detailed) Joint #4
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left Nozzle B-27
(At Removal) Joint #4
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SIl Condition Left Nozzle B-28
(Detailed) Joint #4
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left Nozzle B-29
O¢ring Condition (Detailed) Joint #4
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
DOC NO. TWR-60699 [VOL
REVISION SEC IPAGE B-ii
', _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Side
Left
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition . Left
(Detailed)
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left
(At Removal)
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left
(Detailed)
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
B-8 Packing With Retainer Condition Left
(Detailed)
Final
Joint or Report Page
Location Number
Nozzle B-30
Joint #5
Nozzle B-31
Joint #5
Nozzle B-32
Joint #5
Nozzle B-33
Joint #5
Nozzle B-34
Joint #5
Nozzle B_-35
Fixed Housing
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Forward B-36
Dome
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Forward B--37
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Forward B-38
Center
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Aft B-39
•Center
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left ET Attach/ B-40
Stiffener
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Stiffener/ B-41
Stiffener
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Aft B-42
Dome
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
REVISION --
Doe NO. TW'R-60699 IvoL
SEC I PAGE B-iii
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
_ Final
Joint or Report Page
pFQR # Title Side Location Number
B-2 S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Right S&A B-43
Environmental Seal Region) Condition
B-7 S&A Rotor Shaft O-ring Condition Right S&A B-44
(Detailed)
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Right S&A B-45
(At Removal) 126"
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right S&A B-46
(Detailed) 126"
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right S&A B-47
O-ring Condition (Detailed) 126"
B-1 Leak Check Plug/Sll and Port Condition Right S&A B-48
(At Removal) 306*
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right S&A B-49
(Detailed) 306*
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SH) Right S&A B-50
O-ring Condition (Detailed) 306"
B-1 Leak Check Plug/Srl and Port Condition Right 18" SII B-51
(At Removal)
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right 18" SII B-52
(Detailed)
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right 18" SII B-53
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SH and Port Condition Right 198" SII B-54
(At Removal)
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right 198" SII B-55
(Detailed)
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right 198" SII B-56
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
DOe NO: TWR-60699 I VOL
REVISION
SEC I PAGE B-iv
_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
PFQR # Title
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
B-5
B-1
B-4
B-6
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition
(Detailed)
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition
(At Removal)
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition
(Detailed)
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII)
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Side
Right
Final
Joint or Report Page
Location Number
Nozzle B-57
Joint #2
Right Nozzle B-58
Joint #2
Right Nozzle B-59
Joint #2
Right Nozzle B-60
Joint #2
Right Nozzle B-61
Joint #2
B-3
B-5
B-1
B-4
B-6
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Large Diameter (JoinO O-ring Condition
(Detailed)
Leak Cheek Plug/SII and Port Condition
(At Removal)
Leak Cheek Plug/SII Condition
(Detailed)
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII)
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Right Nozzle B-62
Joint #3
Right Nozzle B-63
Joint #3
Right Nozzle B-64
Joint #3
Right Nozzle B-65
Joint #3
Right Nozzle B-66
Joint #3
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Right Nozzle B-67
Joint #4
B-5
B-1
B-4
B-6
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition
(Detailed)
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition
(At Removal)
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition
(Detailed)
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII)
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Right Nozzle B-68
Joint #4
Right Nozzle B-69
Joint #4
Right Nozzle B-70
Joint #4
Right Nozzle B-71
Joint #4
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
Doe NO. TWR-60699 [ VOL
REVISION
SEC [ PAGE B-v
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
pFOR # Title
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Side
Right
Final
Joint or Report Page
Location N_mber
Nozzle B-72
Joint #5
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition Right Nozzle B-73
(Detailed) Joint #5
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Right Nozzle B-74
(At Removal) Joint #5
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right Nozzle B-75
(Detailed) Joint #5
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right Nozzle B-76
O-ring Condition (Detailed) Joint #5
B-8 Packing With Retainer Condition Right Nozzle B-77
(Detailed) Fixed Housing
B-9
B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Case Factory Joint Condition
Right Forward B-78
Dome
Right Forward B--79
B-9
9--9 "
Case Factory Joint Condition
Case Factory Joint Condition
Right Forward B-80
Center
Right Aft B-81
Center
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition B-82
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition
Right ET Attach/
Stiffener
Right Stiffener/ B-83
Stiffener
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Right Aft B-84
Dome
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
REVISION
DO0 NO,
SEC
TWR-60699 ]VOL
IPAGE B-_
_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-2
S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Environmental Seal Regions) Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 , Side: Left (A) I Date: /3 _)[/C-)q_.
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. E/E>/K-_-_, _,/-/V_-'-_j /_. _ _O,/,,// "7_--/IA_-C/_"6_, '¢/
i ii
_larrler-Booster Bore end Rotor Observations: Yes No
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (in Groove)? J
B. Soot To or Past O-rings?
C. Heat Affected Metal? V"
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Metal Damage?
F. Excessive or No Grease?
G. Corrosion? I11'
H. Foreign Material? V"
I. Teflon Retainer Damage? V""
Comment #
Environmental Seal Reaion Observations:
J. Environmental O-ring Assembly Damage (Visible
Without Magnification)?
K. Foreign Material?
Notes I Comments
Special Issues 3.2.3.3 _ /V# C--_J--ZO_/O/V' IX,/,'_" O_._RV_'_ d._( /'_:)7"_/_ _;7"/_AI_ -RPU_.
0
.#/.
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _..No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)? Yes V_.No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
8EC
TWR-60699 Ivo 
PAGE B-1
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS " "
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-7
S&A Rotor Shaft O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /2, Z_iC/L-6..,ct _ /--t,V'_-_ /
Location: S&A Device Barrier-Booster Rotor Shaft
i Ill
Forward Primaw O-rino Observationsi Yes
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B, O-ring Defects/Damage?
I Date: /:,._,7_:C- (:72.
/_ , g. Vo,__ _ ,.4.4_ f E_--/t/
No
f
_f
Comment #
Aft Primary O-rino Observations:
C, Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D, O-ring Defects/Damage?
Forward Secondary O-rino Observations:
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
F, O-ring Defects/Damage?
J
fp/
Aft Secondary. O-rino Observations:
G, Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
H, O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes
Yes
L_No
mlllm_mlmllml
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DocNo. "rw'R-50699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-2
" _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T025 Side: Left (A) I Date: /__ A/,/6--', Z
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): _'. _'_I/..-_.,_; C-./_YE_ j /H./.. Y'£'/',/ "7- /vl#_'_P_l
/
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore
Leak Check Pluo Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No Comment #
f
J
f
u,---"
J
v F
f
J
f
J
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
F. Obstructed Through Hole?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
YesClarification Form (s) ?
.__No
J No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
"IngCR-60699 IVOL
PAGE B-3
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /_'. Z_"/_'--_-'_ 6. /'/V_---_'j ,/el, /-.-_O/k,/
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore
7[_I_ RC--A-A
/I
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
irl
Notes I Comments
Yes No
J
J
J
Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __Yes
u
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO. TWV'R-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-4
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_. _I(_6_, _-_V'_-'_,
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore
j Date: /,_ /_[(_ c_2-
/v/.. Z.v'o_ j 7": /'.40,,eE.-,q,,'v/
I
Secondarv O-rlno Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes / Comments
Yes No
J
J
Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s) ? Yes
__ YesClarification Form (s) ?
No
(
J No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOCNO. TW_-60699 [VOL
SEC J PAGE B--5
CORPORAT/ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak" Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
II
Motor No.: 360T025 Side: Left (A) [ Date: /__ _}[(_ cf_Z
i
Assessment Engineer(s)tlnspector(s): ,_._/-?/(_.-,C-_ E-:*: /"/V--c'_ / /d. /,-VO/V'/ "7-, /I, lc7_-_',_/V '
Location: 306-Degree Barrier-Booster Flange
Leak Check Pluo Observations: Yes No
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (in Groove)? ,
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
Notes /
vf
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease? ,
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
iii
Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes l/"No
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes V'/No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
R E"v3S ION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 IvoL
[PAGE B-6
" _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 Side: Left (A) Date: /3 ,_/_//.- _ 7_.,
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /_, _/6L--E_, _'_,/-/_'_'_' _/¢1, Z-V_/_ / / _. /_,4,Cc<;_
Location: 306-Degree Barrier-Booster Flange
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes /. No
i
Yes /. No
Preliminary I_FAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION"
DOC NO. 1"WR-60699 [VOL
8EC [ PAGE B--7
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Z-
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): )1_ _/_f__) _. /-)V_--'-_j /v_, /.. Y'_/V/ 7-- /(//O/_,_2v /
Location: 306-Degree Barrier-Booster Flange
Secondarv O-rina Observations:
A, Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes / Comments
Yea No Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _Yes
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes
J No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): .
_,arificatio_Form Page No.(s):
Doe NO, TWR-60699 ]VOL
RE'VlSION_ SEC ] PAGE B-8
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSII and Port Condition (At Removal)
I Side: Left (A) I Date: I._ ,4-(.,/_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _./_/_-C_, i
Location: 18-Degree SII
_, /-_/_ , /44, Z_VoW
/
SII Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Sll?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
$11 port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Leak Check Through Hole?
Yes No/ Comment #
/ /
J.
Jr
J/
J/
/
,/.
/
/
/,
/,
/
Notes /
/.
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes JNo
Yes J No
Preliminary PFAR Number(si:
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
SEC I PAGE B--9
"_¢_I_--_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
i
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) I Date: /-_ _t[/_ c_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_._/_--C'_/ _--_,/-/P'_-/_i j//' &Y'LgA/ _7./'li_,_f--_
Location: 18-Degree Sil
_;11Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and SII?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No
pf
i ii
Comment #
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes / No
Yes _No
Clarification Form(s) ?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOCNO. TWR-60699 I vOL
RI£"VI$|ON -- SEC I PAGE B- 10
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) 1 Date: J--_ .'Z_l'l'_ _2..
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_, f_,_/f__.-_.-_.-_.-_.-_._C_-_'.__--=,, /YE--_ I /L//. i _O,/%/ ,' 75-/V/_'L'_-,"_/_ /
Location: 18-Degree Sil
Primary O-rlno Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No Comment #
Secondarv O-rino Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
J
Notes I Comments
Special Issues 3.2.2.1
J
4-.
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s) ? __ Yes Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOCNO. TWR-60699 IVOL
$EC I PAGE ]3--11
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _', L_/_/f_'_ / 6. /./4{&-_j _. L i/E/)//
Location: 198-Degree SII
/t zcf-_AcV
SII Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (in Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on SIl?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes
m
No
J
p1
J
J
Comment #
Sll Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Leak Check Through Hole?
v-"
v /
v/"
J
Notes / Comments
/.
/
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _ No
---- J NoClarification Form(s)? _ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVIS!ON __
DOC NO. TWR-60699 [VOL
SEC I PAGE B- 12
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) [ Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s!:/_'i ,Z_I_E'_.I _-HY'P"-/_ I /L/. L _/_ ,
i
Location: 198-Degree SII
_;11Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and SlI?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
,C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
Yes JNo
irll i /_
/
Yes /.7 No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-60699 [VOL
[PAGE B- 13
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
i|m . |
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ _/C,'66_ _ 6. ,._/_--_, ,,,_, L_/O/b/ / 7Z-_/_. _oRL_,_¢/
Location: lgS-Degree Sll
Primary O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-rlng Defects/Damage?
Yes No Comment #
w I
w
w
Secondary O-fine Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes / Comments
t
Special issues 3.2.2.1 _l.c_.._ )
i
::_ 0 -¢.,,,_, (_/,_
"_.+. 2..
/_'_ OZ2. P- 4.-"7..)
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
Clarification Form (s)? __ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
ooc NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
•SEC [ PAGE B-14
CORPORAT/ON
SPACE OPERAT/ONS
Motor No.: 3603"025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
I _'"'; ,°,t(,,) I <>.t..8)_'l_z
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _/'0._ _Z,/"_(.-,_
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
I
Intornal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes/
VA, Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F, Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I, Metal Damage?
No
y/,
v_
|
v"
Comment #
©
_ Notes / Comments
• I
_p,_,-I Je,,//opo.w' _-,,c/--,,27 ,_c+_d/up _c q-A_,_/_/_ ol /I
v_,. b,,lt_.)
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes V/ No
Clarification Form (s)? Yes No
0
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 IVOL
IPAGE B-15
"_f_I_'_O'_CORPORARON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):'_,'O.,_1 .#_. GC-_r__CJ_
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Date:
Prlm_ry O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B, O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes Comment #
Secondarv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
v//
v'
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
YesClarification Form(s) ?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION __
DOC NO. TWR-60699 JVOL
SEC [PAGE B-16
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) Date:
i
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _[_ __ _C._(_
b
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Leak Check Pluo Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No
/
/
J.
,//
t/
/
/i
J
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
¢/
,/
/
l
Notes I Comments
d
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
O
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
_SION --
ooc No. TWR-60699 IVOL
,,_EC I PAGE B- 17
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
i
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Notes I Comments
"f
Yes N,_/ Comment #
/L,/
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
Yes
Yes
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
. :_io'n Form Page No. is): _
RL_qSION' __
DOC NO. TWP,-60699 ]VOL
SEC I PAGE B--18
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
MotorNo.: 360T025 j Side: Left(A) J Date: _/]S'/_<_L
Assessment Englneer(s)/Inspector(s):'_l_Zdc#_. _o..r.o.-(--
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearlng-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Secondarv O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _r Yes
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes
REVISION
_No
S
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO, TWR-60699 IVOL
SEC J PAGE B-19
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s% ILL, #1P- _'¢:_ r_____J'l _--
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion? V"
I. Metal Damage?
Notes I Comments
Special Issues 3.2.3.2 '4//0 /'/")_,7_ d_/_G.q.E., _/" dJO )',r.oS i d ,¢
/
V ,,
V"
?
Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
__, Yes _No
Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 [VOL
PAGE B-20
CORPORATION -
SPACE OPERAT/ONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint)-O-ring Condition (Detailed)
• I IMotor No.: 360T025 Side: Left (A) Date: _J _
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _l't_Ft_J __l_,r_'¥_
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
prim{Iry O-rina Observations:
A, Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B, O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes Comment #
Secondarv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _,Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
...____ No
j-
..._j_ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
ooc NO, TWR-60699 VOL
SEC
I PAGE B-21
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Cheer Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left(A) I Date:
...°..m.., C.
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Leak Check Plua Observations;
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (in Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No /
L/
I///
d
¢2
v"
/z,,
//
V
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations"
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
J
/f
/
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes " JJ_ N//No
Yes J// No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
R£VISION __
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 Ivo,
I PAGE B-22
" _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Engineer(s)/Inspect°r(s):'-_/'O.A4 O__ C O. r'_ C_.,J,"JAssessment
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Leak Check Pluo Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No/ Comment #
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes /lNo7
/
Yes _ NoClarification Form (s) ?
\
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
k
\
REVISION
DOC NO.
8EC
TW_-60699 IvoL
JPAGE B-23
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
=o,o,,o.. =0o o=, I Side: Left (A) I Date: _*//9"/_,_
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): Dj_hO_ Q/__f'_ f j#_
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Seconda_ O-ring Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes I Comments
Yes Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
Doc NO. T'qCR-60699 IVOL
lt_JISION _ SEC I PAGE B-24
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): T) I'_YI,_ _'O_l_e-.,._ 7
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
I Date: d_l_[ qc_',.
Intern_l Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. R'IV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Damage?
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.3.2
Yes No
f
f
J
J
J
Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
!
i
SEC J PAGE B-25
CORPORATION
"SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _/(7.._#.... _.._d¢ r"dJ/'_./3
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
primarv 0-ring Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Secondary O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
i
Notes / Comments
Yes No
/
Comment #
!
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
J
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
REVISION
Doc No, 3""_,_-60699 IvoL
SEC PAGE B-26
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
J
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _t_.., _
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
I,,Qak Check Plua Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No
/.
7
J
v/
/
v _"
W/
L./
v J
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
Notes I Comments
./o
/o-/¥._ ./_.
f
J
S
,..,-
J
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
/
/
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
_-60699 IVOL
IPAGE B-27
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 ] Side: Left (A) I Date: _]l_/ _P_
Assessment 'Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): D,_,_ # -__C__
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
i
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No
v"
Comment #
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes / No
ell
Clarification Form(s)? ___ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
Doc NO. TWR-60699 [vol
REVISION -- SEC I PAGE B-28
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERAT/ONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-8
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _l_",_#-_.__,PZ__
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Second=ry O-rlna Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No Comment #
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR (s) ? __ Yes
YesClarification Form(s)?
t
_/ No
/
v/ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
RE'VISION
DOC NO.
8EC
TWR-60699 VOL
PAGE B-29
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
iiiii
!
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): S. _"_ /_o Z_O_
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
ii
Io,,. ' lz A-Z.
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations- Yes
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (in Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion? _//
I. Metal Damhge?
Notes I Comments
Special Issues 3.2.3.1 -"
_t
v
v"
Comment #
|1
d
_edlu_ _ l,_vy c_e:o..';o,, ob._:wg c,,_
:'__:'_lH,_._ ,'q), #,,//_/Ku,,4"[e._,c¢.
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
B
_r Yes V// No
Clarification Form(s)? l/f_ Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s): ,_"30,_
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 [VOL
PAGE B-30
CORPO_TiON
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint (Joint #5) Clarification Form
360T025 Side: [] Left (A) [] Right_(B) I Date: /7
Assessment Engineer(s)/lnspector(s): ._. C"<;/'¢H, //_f' J"_O/1.
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
,./_ L,_l,i, ,'__,_:_-_.t
Fixed Housing
Inner Boot
Ring (GCP)
Flexible Boo
Flexible Bearing
Protector
Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
REVISION
DOC NO, TWR-60699 lVOL
SEC I PAGE_.-_?_1
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
I Side: Left (A) , I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _" _'C_1
i /¢,t/. Z.yO_
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
|• i=1
Primaw O-r!,na Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes No Comment #
Secondaw O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
ooc NO. TWP,-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B--31
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 36(_T025 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ..%". E_! ,_, _o,_
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
/7 A_ /,q7z
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No
,/I
/
v'
,/
v_
¢,
Comment #
Lesk Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
/
v"
V',
v"
v'
Notes I Comments
k...;. 7 _2_= _ /:z i.- /b
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TYVR-60699 JVOL
SEC I PAGE B-32
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
r _'". ,e,,(_) I °.'": )7 _,/_,_z
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _'. _'<3/'_j,t! ,_, Z, yO*1
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B, Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
i
Notes / Comments
Yes
J
d
Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _. Yes
Clarification Form(s) ? Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION"
DOCNO. TWR-60699 I VOL
sEo IPAGEB-33
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): 5". Ecz/___./ ,_.
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Se¢ondarv O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No Comment #
J
7
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 IVOL
IPAGE B-34
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-8
Packing With Retainer Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s): _', c"'r_Z'c_, ,,4-/. Z2,°'/
q
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
i
Packino With Retainer Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Seal or Retainer?
B. Seal or Retainer "Damage/Defects?
C. Corrosion?
I Date:J_ ,_--_ /?f2
Yes No
v/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Specia, Issues 3.2.3.1-" A,/O /'___---_/ Z::_/_f,_'_. OJ" /_O.J_J t _:_:_J_/_ O_..f__)_t
Pack&# _,'i.'4 ,¢e+,_.,',.,_,-_l,_¢"o,,.,_,,'-_. <",e,.,_ _l_~_,,+J.
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes V// No
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes V / No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO. TWR-60699 ]VOL
SEC [ PAGE B-35
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
m
Assessment Engineer (s) Ilnspector (s): ' L_"_ ,_"C /_V
Factory Joint: Forward Dome
I Date: //-_3--1_.
Case Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No. Comment #
-v" #-/
-,/
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
No
f
¢/ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 I VOL
PAGE B-36
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERAT/ONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: °Left (A) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ _/_-_ (_ j/_ _,_ _>(j_
i
//-a - ?.2
Factory Joint: Forward
Case Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heaw Corrosion in Joint?
C, Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
/
J
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting, it may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal Is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
iiilU
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
-._#/
c..(e-_._ cr/_o_ _J'-s_ss_-_c> Ato_ 0 ° _ 9.o° cJ_ _k_ _.ZTH
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION __
ooc NO. TWR-60699 I VOL
SEC I PAGE B-37
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/inspector(s): _,,_/)F /_.AZ/_/'!/'
Factory Joint: Forward Center
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Date: ,,._ -_'_- _P_"
Case Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
X
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with" solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1 _v'_Jf
°.
Z
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes ___ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): j.5/_
/
Clarification Form Page No.(s): ,_/_
/
""Clarification Form (s)? Yes _ No
REVISION
Doc NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
SEC I PAGE B-38
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
TWR-50051
Revision A
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
_,j Case Factory Joint Condition
= =
Motor No.: p'(, __ rYE _5 Side: [_ Left (A) [] Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ..__C.._ [Y_)C-----
Factory Joint: [] Forward Dome
[] Forward
[] Forward Center
[_ Aft Center
[] El" Attach/Stiffener
[] Stiffener/Stiffener
[] Aft Dome
iii
Case Factorv Joint 0bservations."
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
L..--"
Note: Heavy corrosion Is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting I_as occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or gray Sootch-Brlte ® pads may be used to remove the
corrosion. Corrosion removal Is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
i
:_,-_¢_._tes..%", / Comments
L1_ t-l]" F )ZETTIN (.- L:..55 "l"nq IU A-O(31'_
I,IGTI::E) INyl-b£_TTL_ILaJ. Oi,,a
"T_ £) f,-,
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _, No
:"--_":_t"ification Form(s)? ......... Yes ___,_ No
:7 .
REVISION --
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
==
DOCNO. TWR-60699 IVOL
SEC [ PAGE B-39
i
, _ ........ _-_ ........ -_.-.-
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
[ Side: Left (A) I Date:
Factory Joint: ET Attach/Stiffener
Case Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brits ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal Is to be done In • circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes .._ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)? Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
ooc NO. TWR-60699 [VOL
SEC ] PAGE B-40
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 380T025 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): "_1_1 f_ _ _'1¢C/"_
Factory Joint: Stiffener/Stiffener
I Date: /f- o'/-¢z
Case Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No
J
Comment #
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
ql ii
Notes I Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
Preliminary PFAR (s) ? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
J
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REV[$)ON --
ooc NO. TWR-60699 I voL
SEC J PAGE B-41
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
i
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): DT_//_/ ,7_/' r 6 X
Factory Joint: Aft Dome
I Date: //-Oo/'.--<__
Case Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
"tf
V"
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes JNo Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)? Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 IVOL
IPAGE B-42
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-2
S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Environmental Seal Regions) Condition
iii
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right(B) IDate: e//_/_2_
Assessment Englneer(s)/Inspector(s): _, _f'177.¢ ._
Biarrier-Bog_;t(_r Bore and Rotor Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (in Groove)?
B. Soot To or Past O-rings?
C. Heat Affected Metal?
D. O-ring Damage (rn Groove)?
E. Metal Damage?
F. Excessive or No Grease?
G. Corrosion?
H. Foreign Material?
I. Teflon Retainer Damage?
Yes
f
F"
i
No
J
f
f
Jf
J
Comment #
Environmental Seal Reaion Observations:
J. Environmental O-ring Assembly Damage (Visible
Without Magnification)?
K. Foreign Material?
c.o,R_sm.#
, ,,m
Notes I Comments
Special Issues 3.2.3.3 _ /V0
H
II
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
Doc NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
REVISION _ SEC I PAGE B-43
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-7
S&A Rotor Shaft O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right(B) I Date: _[I.._/'?-_.-
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _" _rl_-_ , /,. _/_(, /_. Lvo.,_ , -"['7. I'H_P"_#v_..
Location: S&A Device Barrier-Booster Rotor Shaft
Forw=rd Primarv O-rlna Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes Nor
/
(/
Comment #
Aft Primary O-rina Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
/
(/
Forward Secondary O-rlna Observations:
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
F. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Aft Secondary O-rtna Observations:
G. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
H. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _. Yes
Clarification Form(s)? __Yes
__No
/ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TW'R-60699 JvoL
PAGE B-44
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector (s):
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore
Leak Check Pluo Observations:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
No
,./
./.-
/
v"
J
Jj-
r
J
J
J
,/"
f
Sooted Metal Surfaces?
Soot To or Past O-ring?
Foreign Material?
O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (in Groove)?
Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
Excessive Grease on Plug?
Corrosion?
Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
i
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)? Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO. TVVR-60699 IvoL
SEC I PAGE B-45
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
MotorNo.: 360T025 I Side: Right(B) I Date: _'/_/,Z
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _f'l_,_c , _" _Yf._", /_, Lv_,4 , _ /v_lr'_a_.-.
, I t i t /
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring end Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No
J
J
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes JNo
,i"
/
Yes f NoClarification Form (s) ?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION
ooc NO. TWR-60699 ]VOL
SEC [ PAGE B-46
'_"_._--4_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I Date: _/1_/_ 2.
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _:_ft_t<;$
I| /
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore
/-, "/'/vt," /14 b,,-. -77._n,,'o,-,,A
• _ ' " I " " I
Secondary O-rina Observations:
A, Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No
J
f
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR (s) ?
Clarification Form (s) ?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION __
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 JvoL
t PAGE B-47
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSil and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/inspector(s): _. _X'_-_,. /_. _Lij, f /_. Lva_ , "_./V_h/_/_A_
lJ l / t - /
Location: 306-Degree Barrier-Booster Flange
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
Yes No
B. Soot To or Past O-ring? /
C. Foreign Material? J
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)? I,"/
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)? v/
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring? v7
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)? v/
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces? /
K. Foreign Material? v/
L. Excessive Grease? 1,/"
M. Corrosion? V '/
N. Metal Damage? y"
O. Heat Affected Metal? J
P. Obstructed Through Hole? vf
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
/
__ Yes v No
/-
__ Yes v/ NoClarification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION --
DOCNO. 1"W_-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-48
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERAT/ONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SIi Condition (Detailed)
i =l
Mo,o_,,,o.:_6o_'o_ I s,.,.: .,,_,,c,,_ I °"'": _'/"J"'-
I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. ¢_1__ ('_. _f, _J_. _V6_/ _. _V_fC/_Ij! / I " I
Location: 306-Degree Barrier-Booster Flange
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No
S
/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes / No
(-
Yes / No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
i
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REV]SION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 IVOL
'l PAGE B-49
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SIl) O-ring Condition (Detailed).
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: "Right (B) I Date:
_. q']v_,', t_. _ . "7- f'r'l_,,,._
/ • 0 " J
Yes No
/
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. &,,_,S.
I | t
Location: 306-Degree Barrier-Booster Flange
rf
Secondarv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
/No
(
v/" No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION
ooc NO. TWR-60699 [voL
SEC J PAGE B-50
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I Date: _'//3 [q 7..
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ]P. _,j(;_<_.
t| /
Location: 18-Degree SII
SII Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on SII?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes NoJ
J
J
3
f
Comment #
SII Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Materiel?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Leak Check Through Hole?
f
f
f
v"...
J
Notes / Comments
/=^d
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes JNo
Yes ,_ NoClarification Form(s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO. _-60699 IvoL
SEC I PAGE B-51
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _t'_ }
Location: 18-Degree SII
G.l-k_,_,--._. C,_ -"c,rrl
SII Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and SII?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No
J
J
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _, Yes
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes
_No Preliminary PFAR Number(s)"
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-60699 IvoL
IPAGE B-52
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PiuglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 J Side: Right (B) I Date: t//.._/==l z.
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _r,=<_¢ . (5. _vl_,'; _. /-v6_ . _- /V_dr4aA.jj • / / , I
Location: 18-Degree SII
Primi_w O-rlna Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No
J
Comment #
Secondarv O-rlna Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes I Comments
Special Issues 3.2.2.1 ,ac_-ho., ' -e_._,.t_-d s)
_.-- _,_.--k,,,.,, _.4._
o--_',^1., !_ S ozT__- V7 ]
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes t_ No
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 [VOL
PAGE B-53
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
i
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B)
i
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _.,_I$ :
Location: 198-Degree SII
J Date: '_'1/3/'_ L
P,,'l.Lv,,-4.,_ f/"/+f,+_--
/ /
SI! Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on SII?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No
/
//
/
Comment #
SI! Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Forelgn Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Leak Check Through Hole?
J
/
J
J
J
J
_ e....J_.._,...,..--
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _Yes
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION'
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
$EC J PAGE B--54
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/inspector(s): _._(.,_._. (>. -1L_r, (_. Lcf_, -'-_-./_/'_/RP--
i1 / i / /
Location: 198-Degree SII
SII Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and SIl?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No
ff
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Y-
__ Yes __ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
SEC I PAGE B-55
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Oetailed)
f
Motor No.: 360T025 / Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _-_<_3,, ,' _D. /_/#/.i , m. _7.hA. "_.._./7_,#L
Location: 198-Degree SII
Prim_rv O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes
J
Comment #
Secondaw O-rlnc Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes I Comments
Special Issues 3.2.2.1 I _ _"0 l 7. _-LI "7 )
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
i roll
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
_No
P
.No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOCNO. TV/R-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-56
J
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025"
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
T
Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/inspector(s): _/OJq _ _(:Zj'p_(_.,,_-7/-
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. R'IV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Damage?
Notes / Comments
Yes NO
/
/
J
v/-
fV
v"
/
Comment #
/
Preliminary PFAR (s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes / No
Yes L/_No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
OOC NO, _--60699 lVOL
REVISION _ SEC I PAGE B-57
• _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I Date: <_//_'/(-{,.2-
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _/'Q4_ _ _N,,_r'4_,(_//'1__-"
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Primarv O-ring Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes No Comment #
Secondarv O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
J
(J
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
Yes
Yes
v
J No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
ooc NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
SEC I PAGE B-58
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Tlrl_
Motor No.: 360T0_t5 I Side: Right(B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _/_/_/_ _C3_i"0 fl,_.
Location: Nose inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Lesk Check Plua Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Vlsible at Removal)?
Yes
Z//-
J
J
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
Notes / Comments
/
J
¢
6/
!
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
I_EVISION
DOC NO. TW'R-60699 JVOL
SEC I PAGE B-59
"_'-,__ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
lIT IT
I Side:R_ght(B) I Oat,,:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ,,,_#'O__.G(.#.Pe_c._i_-
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Leak Check Pluo Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes
/
Jf
/
Comment #
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
YesClarification Form (s) ?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO, TVV3_,-60699 IvoL
SEC [ PAGE B-60
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 380T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): -'_I_ _.__ _--_'O.J'_JC___'_
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
_l_condaw O-rlna Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes I Comments
Yes No Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes
Clarification Form (s)?
_/ No
, (_
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOe NO. TWR-60699 [VOL
SEC I PAGE. B--6_.
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _)I'<_11#__ qa_"_
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Damage?
Y_ No Comment #
¢
Notes I Comments /r_
t
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
- Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
'1_
RE'VISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWP.-60699 IvoL
IPAGE B-62
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
I Side: Right (B) [ Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): p,"t_?q o. _K2P_._'3"7 =
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Primary O-rtna Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes Comment #
S econdarv O-rlno Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes
No
No
Preliminary-PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
q'_R-60699 IVOL
IPAGE B-63
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
MotorNo: 360T025 I Side:R_ghtCB) I O,te:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s):_"_/'Oj_d__ (r) rO C
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
_//_'/¢._
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yea
I
J
v"
J
v"
,/-
//.
/.J
J
J
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
J
L,-"
,.,I"
/11
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
__ Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
RL='V[SiON
DOC NO. "I'WR-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-64
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 j Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s):"'_)fo,./y_._.0.. tf_a/-_ [_1,_
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Leak Check Pluo Observations;
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
• B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No
Ji
J
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes
I
Yes V
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): .
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 IvoL
IPAGE B-65
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSll) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) Date: _)//_:>/_.._
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): PI'G/_ _- _.J _L FP_ C_/:_"
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Secondarv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No
:i
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)? _, Yes
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-60699 IVOL
PAGE B-66
/
/
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
_J
j" . °
{.,
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B)
A,se.,',',en,"n,,,',..rC,>,,n,p.o'or(,>"L'?'_'_"_,_ _.,,Z./
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Date: _'//_J / _'.,.:Z __
4
E.
/ F.
G.
H.
IntQrnal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Soot To Or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
R'rv in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
Excessive or No Grease?
Corrosion?
Metal Damage?
Yes No
/
V'
7
V
<
d
V
Comment #
_' 8 " /
"" v
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _, Yes .- No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): z'_C-O2--
v/ NoClarification Form (s) ? Yes Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. _--60699 IVOL
.E,,,s,o,_ sEc IPAGE B-67
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 J Side: Right (B) J Date: _./,/_/_..
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _J_,.L J_ -_.;: : {,'-_
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Primary O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yea Comment #
Secondarv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
_. YesClarification Form (s)?
Pre!iminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
I_JEVISION
DOCNO. TWR-60699 IvoL
SEC ] PAGE B-68
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _X___L _CL_J.tt__.
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Leak Check Pluo Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F, Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No
v'
v"
v/,/
I/
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corroslon?
N, Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
J
I/
i
/
Notes / Comments
'_ _ _ r ___ _ _ _'
c,"
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
Yes
Yes
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. 'TWR-60699 IvoL
]_-'VISION ", SEC I PAGE B-69
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/all Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) [ Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ,,_'j_9/_._ ,_-/
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
.r/ •
Leak Check Pluo Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Notes / Comments
Yes No
J,
Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
f
V/ NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
ooc NO. 1AVR-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-70
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 Side: Right (B) Date: .'7,". / /_'J
Assessment Engineer(s)/lnspector(s): _, L,.:/_/_/
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Secondary O-rlno Observations: Yes No, Comment #
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring? 1j. f/
B. O-ring Defects/Damage? t//
Notes / Comments
9
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IVOL
_;EC I PAGE B-71
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor N'o.: 360T025 I Side: Right(B) I Date: /7 _'_ /_7_.
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _'. _"_/_,1 , /4/_.
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
IntQrn_l Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes N_, Comment #
A. Soot To or Past O-rings? V
B. Heat Affected Metal? Y/"
C. Foreign Material? V #
D. R'IV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring? I_/ }
/
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)? V /
G. Excessive or No Grease? V/
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Damage? _/r 3
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.3.1-" Alo r_e_l'cL_ c_o_¢1_<= o_ Poc_a/P-_ cJ_,=_,,_-_¢,_'../ Ob..¢__._//_<:_ / O,,_
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes V/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? V/ Yes
__. No Clarification Form Page No.(s): _--72A
REVISION __
DOC NO. TWR-60699 I VOL
8EC I PAGE B-72
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint (Joint #5) Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: F']Left (A) [_Right (B)I Date" /7 A_ _/_72
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s)' _'o _/_.,,/, _. /,._
Sketch Observations Below (Include locations and sizes of sketched features)"
Aft End Ri
E
Fixed Housing
Inner Boot
Ring (GCP)
Flexible Boot
Flexible Bearing
Protector
RE_v'ISION __
Corresponding Comment Number(s): !._._.._
• #
DOC NO. _--60699 lvoL
SEC
I PAGE
 -72A
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
i
Motor- No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
I Side: Right (B) I Date: :'] 4,,F !1re2
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): __. _"<_ i /_, _/O_
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Prirnsrv O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes No
v"
Comment #
Secondarv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
No
v/ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
R_EVISION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
SEC I PAGE B-73
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Englneer(s)/Inspector(s): _.. _-<3/e.I/ //_. Z,,yO_v t
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
¢/
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
• D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes
v"
W
v'
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
,/
V
J__
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
___ Yes
_. Yes
V/No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No,(s):
REV1SION
DOC NO. "_V_--60699 ]VOL
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" _ CORPORATION
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Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): .._ . Eo(c.,,t / /_. l. _f _),_
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
I Date: j'7 /_J.Rq, l_r_.
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A, Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yefl No
/
v
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes V/ No
Clarification Form (s)?
Y.-L=V1SI ON
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
ooc NO. TW'R-60699 JVOL
SEC J PAGE B--75
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
i,
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I Date:,,l "} ,_L_
Assessment Englneer(s)/Inspector(s): .._ . _"_b_ I /H. LyO,1
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
1992.
i
Secondary O-rln,o Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? " _, Yes V// No
Clarification Form(s)? _,Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REV1SION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 [voL
SEC [ PAGE B-76
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-8
Packing With Retainer Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): 2. _" 1 /H,. Lyom.
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Packinq With Retainer Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Seal or Retainer?
B. Seal or Retainer Damage/Defects?
C. Corrosion?
Yes No Comment #d
v'/ _ z
v"
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): _/e / C'-O_
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
R_VISION --
DOC NO,
8EC
TWR-60699 IvoL
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CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No,_ 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): IJ., ZAIZEM 
Factory Joint: Forward Dome
I').-I1-'::!Z
Q@$e Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
X !
X
X
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
LUT [Or4 L TLY
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION --
Yes
-- Yes
_No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
___No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOCNO. TWR-60699
SEC
VOL
I PAGE B-78
w,
"_ft¢4_'¢_¢0_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (Bi I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. ZA£E_
i't.-ll-q?.
Factory Joint: Forward
(_pse Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
_! Felll/lltLt D-_N_ IVli_ I_1"F.2. I_NIFE
CUT C"O_FLWI._t/iT A_ elD°
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)? Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION
DOC NO, TWR-60899 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-79
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-g
Case Factory Joint Condition
i
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I Date: ._- I_-
i
c/
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): C_ . _ tog
Factory Joint: Forward Center
Case Factory ,Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion In Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
:<
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determlne if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brlte ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done In a circumferential directlon only.
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TW'P.-60699 lvoL
I PAGE B-80
" _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ___. _'_'IC4",!
Factory Joint: Aft Center
C_se Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
f
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion, Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
J
Yes _ No
f
Yes J No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B_
m
Assessment Engineer(s)/lnspector(s): _-_z_E _,_,_/"jd, xf
Factory Joint: ET Attach/Stiffener
C_se Fscto_ Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion In Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check port?
Date: /,..#_... ,____
Yes No
,f
x:
Note:
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
. i
Comment #
Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brlte ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
T= ill __
,,v'o
.....Preliminary PFAR(s)? . Yes _' No Preliminary PFAF_ Number(s):
.;larification Form(s)? __ Yes /_ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
RE_/_SION
DOC NO.
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CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
I Side: Right (B) I Date: ,,.'#-j-Z, J--
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Factory Joint: Stiffener/Stiffener
,,_.,_.,,>f -"
61"
Case Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion In Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
.jd.
x
>/
Note: Heavy corroslon Is defined as corroslon that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determlne If pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite _ pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal Is to be done In a circumferential dlrectlon only.
Notes / Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
i/6 ..75TTIA/_ /VdTfD.
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes
Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
/
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CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B)
I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /
Factory Joint: Aft Dome
i
Date: ._, #_j,J'
Case Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
r/
/
J
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Sootch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
I I
Notes I Comments
Special Issues 3.2.1.1
,'1/0 /1/:TTP.
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No. Is): _/:/_
REVISION
DOC NO.
8EC
TWR-60699 Ivo 
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